
WARRIOR TRAINING
MODULE THREE: COURAGE 
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BABY, YOU 
ARE GOLDEN

If you have survived the first two weeks of my Warrior 
Training then baby, you are golden. Figuratively, you’ve 
lightened up - a phrase I’ve always believed as the 
translation for “enlightened”. Over the last two weeks, 
you’ve probably noticed for the first time your cycle of 
unconscious survival-based behavior. The classes and 
exercises will have shone a light on how the alignment 
you thought you had was a ruse, masked by your 
subconscious avoidance habits. Your old behavior has 
benefitted you with instant gratification and justification 
of ill-aligned actions but those patterns have steered 
you, not you them. You can only create genuine change 
in your life when you are aware of your true intentions. 
Making the unconscious conscious is the greatest work 
you can do to evolve and your  transformation fuels this 
Warrior Training program.
 
Until now, the desire for balance has likely been a see-
saw of trial and error, a search for happiness that never 
seems complete. You have a sense of what joy and 
harmony can feel like but you’ve yet to connect to those 
emotions consistently. It’s like trying to open a jar with 
wet hands - you know it’s possible but you have yet to 
get a strong grip. The dis-ease in your mind allows you 
to justify your unconscious words and action, along with 
the behavior you have allowed from others.
 
You have catered to the egos around you and justified 
how people have treated you so you don’t lose them. 
You don’t want to let people down or hurt their feelings. 
You probably don’t like not being liked. Or respected, 
underappreciated, or loved. Not only have you been 
protecting others’ egos but also your own. Think about 
the times you have tiptoed around your own triggers. 
 
As you begin to wake from this cycle of avoidance and 
excuses, you’ll notice how you have used to give up 
your power so readily. You’ve catered to everyone’s 
wounding and comfort over your own. This has slowly 
ebbed your power, like an air mattress that leaks under 
the weight of sleeping guests. To your body and mind, 
this has registered as self-neglect and self-abuse. 
Guess what? There is no day spa or health retreat that 
is going to heal the relationship between you and you, A 
much deeper release is required. That’s why this week, 
we’re focusing on the courage required for present-
moment action, holding people accountable for their 
actions (or inactions) and doing the same for yourself.When we are unaware 

we can only promise 
change, not deliver it.

Jessica Alstrom
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What do I need to fulfill my dreams?                                                                                                           

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

What do I need from myself every day to get there?                                                                                        

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

What do I need to let go of or amend to make space for this dream?                                                              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BOTH OARS IN THE WATER
Through peeling back the blinders during the first two weeks of Warrior Training, you’ve gained fresh 
awareness. It will be clear now how every action has a reaction, and how every justification and 
avoidance tactic has propelled you back to the past. You’ve been swimming upriver with the flow of 
old habits and patterns being the current that hauls you back downriver. These workbooks are your 
metaphorical kayak and oars. You can get upriver with support but know this: it has to come from you. 
I’m simply giving you the prompts!
 
So paddle on, it’s time to sit with yourself and get out of your depth once again. This time, create a list 
of your needs and wants. Before you begin, invite you ego, inner child, and higher self to join you. 
Collectively, ask what each needs to move you forward in life.
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What excuse will I stop making?                                                                                                                       

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What does my inner child need to trust me?                                                                                                     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

What does my ego need to stop controlling?                                                                                                    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

What can my higher self use now to build my abundance and freedom on?                                                    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      A warrior has to believe, 
otherwise he cannot activate his 
intent positively.

Theun Mares
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TAKE THE PLEDGE
You’ve been so concerned with ego balancing that to find out what you want and need now requires a 
gentle approach. It’s time to address whose egos you’ve been bending to and to make changes to 
bring all relationships back into balance. Often, when you reclaim your power, your loved ones can 
freak out. Through this exercise, you’ll discover how to put responsibilities in the right place to handle 
that. You’re committed now to face your own crap, so you certainly won’t have the space or time to 
deal with anyone else’s. 
 
Through these questions, you’re going to create your fairytale story of righted wrongs and upcoming 
triumphs.

Make a list of every ego you have been catering to.

Commit and practice to holding those people accountable for their own ego woundings.

Make a list of all the people you are afraid to lose.

Change your thinking - are you losing them or are they losing you? This emphasis change can 
make a world of difference.
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Make a list of everything that will get you to the next level that you are resisting .

Figure out your why then tackle each one pragmatically. This could mean upskilling or asking for help.

Make a list of all the things you are afraid to lose.

Place an order of importance next to each item and get to work on addressing them.

List what it means to you if someone doesn’t like you. What wounding does it bring up?

Ask yourself why do you care? Is losing yourself worth gaining someone else’s acceptance?
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List everyone you believe could hurt you.

Use my “compassionate communication” exercise from this week’s video and address these people.

Get real and write down what you believe could hurt you.

Figure out the path of least resistance for each and use that as a shield to protect you.

What’s your worst-case scenario that keeps you up at night?

Use a mental visualization of each scenario and clear the charge they hold.
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ONCE UPON A TIME

Once upon a time...

Using the prompts from pages five, six and seven, write your preferred future story below as if it’s 
happening. Get your intent clear. How does your tale unfold without wounding, egos, fear, and 
shame? Write in the present tense and get specific.
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NO IFS OR BUTS
Are you ready to confront your fears with a 
conscious plan rather than avoidance? I sure 
hope so as you’re now going to create your 
“adulting to-do list”. Everything that will sit on 
this list is a priority over everyone and 
anything you have on your plate right now. 
“Oh, but my kid/Mom/boss/hamster needs 
me.” Nope. Everything and everyone. No 
excuses.
 
You’re going to create boundaries where you 
have never had them. Use your needs and 
wants lists and sit down with the people who 
will be affected by your re-focusing efforts. 
Talk to the family, sit the work team down, let 
your friends know you’re making changes. 
Even your pets need to know! It’s important to 
share who you are now and what you are 
working towards. Let them know you will be 
implementing new routines and boundaries to 
help you remember your own energy and 
vitality. In the long-run, this will be beneficial to 
everyone involved! Use a language that they 
can relate to but be clear - this isn’t a 
negotiation, it’s an intention and it will be 
followed by action.
 
This is not just about your upcoming actions - 
you’ll also need to be clear on your needs and 
wants from the people in your life too. Unless 
you’re a party of one, their support is going to 
spur you on. If you don’t have it, this is not an 
excuse to quit or bend on your goals, you’re 
going to have to dig deeper and surge 
forwards. It’s important. On a solo journey at 
the mo? Then have this conversation with 
your car, home, money, time, body, laptop - 
whatever needs to hear it!

I know what I’m capable of; I am 
a soldier now, a warrior. I am 
someone to fear, not hunt.

Pittacus Lore
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FREEDOM FIGHTER

      Do not pray for an easy life, 
pray for the strength to endure a 
difficult one.

Bruce Lee

I, ___________________ promise to have the difficult but necessary conversation with 
__________________________________. I am committed to speaking my truth about 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
and will stand strong until I have the outcome I desire that serves my highest good. 
 
 
Signed: _______________________________________________________________

Contract To Yourself

Be honest right now. Have you had all the conversations and truly spoken your truth? Where do you 
still need to speak up? Who do you still need to get real with?
 
When you have been silent in the past, you’ve been catering to unconscious egos. This is a big one. 
Every time you have done this you have shut yourself down. This has most likely meant daily closed 
doors on your own wants and needs! Damn. By keeping the peace, you’ve walked on eggshells to 
protect delicate egos. This often leads to a slow, seething resentment that builds inside you then 
morphs into pain. It also creates lack and you can create nothing from lack.
 
It’s time to step up to necessary conversations of confrontation. This doesn’t mean you’re smearing 
mud on your face and yelling a war cry beforehand, but mentally prepare yourself as the warrior I 
know you are. In the space below, you’re going to set a contract with yourself. Choose one person in 
your life where you have been avoiding conflict out of fear or discomfort and commit to getting this 
ball rolling. If you find the first person easy, don't just stop at one!
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Once you have spoken your truth, watch how your 
addictive cycles end. One-sided friendships will shed. 
Negative relationships with close family will change. 
Work situations will improve. The momentum from your 
first contract of bravery will compel you forwards to work 
through all lingering shame and guilt issues until the 
hold lessens from each addictive issue.
 
Pay attention! When you stop hiding and face your 
fears, you’ll notice great changes, including:

Investment in your inner work rather than relying on 
outer advice and self-development courses
Routine changes to match your future desires, 
including goal-driven daily action plans
A cessation of advice-seeking for what you want in 
life
Trust building in your inner guidance
Bending time instead of being a victim to it
Committing to the 50/50 rule until it becomes 
unconscious (50% time for you, 50% for others)
Slowing down or stopping hours of TV binging
Reduction of time spent on social media

None of this will be easy or comfortable but if you have 
really worked through your shame and guilt patterns 
from the exercises in weeks one and two, you’ll notice 
how neutral you become in your reality. By neutral, I 
mean that although you may be considered heartless or 
mean in your new actions, you don’t care. Neutral 
means “new to my reality”. This means there is no 
charge behind your words, you’re simply making 
statements of truth, like “grass is green” or “six glasses 
of wine are good for you”. Just kidding, it’s four (right?).
 
Warrior - you should now be able to see that speaking 
your truth is imperative, not frightening. When you step 
up in this way your motivation returns, inertia and 
fatigue crumble, and your creative ideas begin to flow 
like a raging river. Instead of swimming against the 
current and avoiding your intuition, it’s time to jump on 
your raft and flow with it.

NEW TO MY 
REALITY
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We choose 
whether to be 
warriors or to 
be ordinary.    

Carlos Casteneda
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CLEAR A TRIGGER IN THE TRIGGER

1)  Take a Sauna
Sweat it out. If you can’t get to a sauna, a hot bath also works.

2)  Breathwork
Take deep belly breaths to signal to your body that you’re no longer in survival mode.

3)  Freestyle Dance
Yes, freestyle. I encourage you to allow the trigger to work its way out of your body through 
movement. This cannot be achieved in routine moves.

4)  Dry Brush Your Body
Activate the lymphatic system and take out your fascia trash. Remember to dry brush towards your 
heart.

5)  See an Acupuncturist
Ask them to release emotions and rebalance your meridians for a full energetic release.

6)  Get Loud
Sing or yell. Use your voice as therapy.

7)  Use the Blue Pen
Writing with the colour of truth is cathartic. Journal how this week is going.

8)  Take an Enema
Get a kit and release your old undigested emotions. It may sound gross but it’s effective and entirely 
natural!

9)  Get a Sound Healing
The vibration of tuning forks, crystal bowls, light language or Tibetan bowls provides a high-level 
energetic release.

10) Use Essential Oils
Oils change your frequency quickly and can be combined to match your emotional challenges.

11) Use the Inertia Wave
Experience a full body release with the portable Inertia Wave kit. Click here to find out how to get 
yours.

These 11 tips reach the cellular memory in the body and the root of the problem. They detox 
memories and patterns, release the physical triggers, and shift your energy back into alignment. 
Consider keeping this list on your phone and picking one or more as your warrior weapon to feel 
empowered in the moment of any pain.

Choose one or more of these 11 energy-shifting activities

A technique I want to share is how to remove blockages as they arise. You’re facing your fears and 
avoiding avoidance so knowing these bio-hacks allows you to sit with your pain, then let it go fully. 
Change the frequency as it’s happening and you’re fast-tracking this bullshit-releasing boot camp.
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Fate whispers to the warrior, 
‘You cannot withstand the storm’. 
The warrior whispers back, ‘I am 
the storm’.

Anon

The truth is you can’t change something you are unaware of. Your new absorption of this fact is how 
you will begin to see others differently. This lesson is not just a look at the horror that has been 
festering inside you, but also how it is manifesting in those around you. When you witness others 
out of alignment, an easier comprehension will follow on why and how. This awareness allows you 
to create space for forgiveness in others, as well as for yourself. And the great thing? This amplifies 
the speed of your own healing as you are a mirror reflection to the outside world. Healing is an 
inside job.
 
After you’ve completed these workbook exercises, you can expect to feel lighter and more 
courageous. I’ve seen a huge increase in my energy and motivation! You may also experience 
resistance and intensity to your reality and fears. This is a normal self-protective reaction but as a 
warrior, you no longer step down from a battle.

THE GOOD FIGHT

WHAT’S COMING

WITH LOVE & COURAGE, SEE YOU NEXT WEEK!

How you take on the challenges of this week, and how solid you become with your boundaries and 
intentions will prepare you for the next step - relentlessness. Next week, I’m going to teach you how 
to hold your position and to anchor your new self-loving, high-integrity self. You’ll learn how to 
withstand the changes in your physical and emotional life as they arise, further shedding your old 
armor.

   Fate whispers to the warrior, 

‘You cannot withstand the storm’. 

The warrior whispers back, ‘I am 

the storm’. -ANON


